We offer fresh, local and
Our bathroom amenities are in

organic menus that nourish

dispensers to eliminate single-use

the body and mind

plastic bottles.

Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong
recognises the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) set by the United Nations,
aiming to provide peace and
prosperity for people and the planet,
now and into the future.
Through these guidelines, we are
committed to delivering sustainable policies
We support underprivileged
communities by donating used soap
to be recycled and distributed to

and programmes to help achieve these
global goals and build a better world.

Our used coffee grounds are
donated to create sustainable
planting pots, fertiliser and soaps

those in need

To help reduce greenhouse
gas emissions, traditional
light bulbs were replaced
with LED lights

Nordaq fresh water filters
and EcoSpirits pouring
system were implemented
in our efforts to eliminate
single-use plastic and
glass bottles

BOOKING WITH CONFIDENCE
at Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong
Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong is delighted to introduce our exclusive BOOKING WITH CONFIDENCE
offer. Enjoy your choice of privileges by hosting your next meeting or event at our hotel from now until
30 September, 2021.
Book a minimum of 10 rooms for a two-night stay or more and receive the following privileges:
Mindful Meeting package with

15% off any 90-minute facial at

wellbeing activities

The Mandarin Spa

15% off individual dining at selected

A complimentary Mandarin Oriental

hotel restaurants including in-room

signature aromatherapy oil for

dining

each guest

Two-night complimentary stay for

A complimentary guest room night

site inspection prior to the event

per 20 guest room nights paid
(Subject to availability)

A complimentary room upgrade to suite

Complimentary room drop service

per 20 guest room nights paid and
maximum four upgrades per event
(Subject to availability)

At Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong, the comfort, safety and health of our guests and
colleagues is always our primary concern. We would like to reassure you that we have
extremely high standards of health and safety, and follow the direction of the World Health
Organization as well as relevant local health and government authorities. We fully understand the
concerns of travelling during this time and will waive any cancellations made with a minimum of
14 days advance notice should any travel restrictions arise.
*This offer applies to new contracted business only and are subject to terms and conditions of Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong. This offer cannot
be used in conjunction with other promotional offers. Additional privileges are non-exchangeable for cash, other products or services. In case of
any dispute, Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong reserves the right of the final decision on all related matters.

For enquiries and bookings, please contact us on +852 2825 4801 or via email at mohkg-sales@mohg.com.

